
Chapter 8:  Understanding Populations 
 

Section 1:  How Populations Change in Size 

What Is a Population? 

• All the members of a _______________ living in the same place at the same time 

– a reproductive group 

– Refers to the group in general and also to the size of the population 

 

Properties of Populations 

• _____________________ 

• _____________________ 

– Number of individuals in a given area 

• _____________________ 

– The relative distribution or arrangement of its individuals within a given amount 

of space 

– Even, clumped, or random 

 

How Does a Population Grow? 

• Growth rate 

– A change in the size of a population over a given period of time 

– Growth rate = _________________ rate minus __________________ rate 

– Can be positive, negative, or zero 

• To be zero, the average number of births must equal the average number of 

deaths 

 

How Fast Can a Population Grow? 

• _______________________________________ 

– Maximum number of offspring that each member of the population can produce 

– Limits the ___________________ potential (fastest rate at which the population 

of a species can grow) 



– Increases when individuals produce more offspring at one time, reproduce more 

often, and reproduce earlier in life 

• _______________________________________ 

– Growth in which numbers increase by a certain factor in each successive time 

period 

– Occurs in nature only when populations have plenty of food and space, and have 

little or no competition or predators 

 

What Limits Population Growth? 

• _______________________________________ 

– The maximum population that the ecosystem can support indefinitely 

• Resource Limits 

– A species reaches its carrying capacity when it consumes a particular natural 

resource at the same rate at which the ecosystem produces the resource (LIMITING 
RESOURCE) 

 

• Competition Within a Population 

– Members of a population will compete with each other as the population 

approaches its carrying capacity 

– Members may compete indirectly for _____________________________ or for a 

territory 

 

Two Types of Population Regulation 

• Population size can be limited in ways that may or may not depend on the density of a 

population 

– Density _____________________________:  deaths occur more quickly in a 

crowded population than in a sparse population 

• Predation, disease, limited resources 

– Density _______________________________:  a certain proportion of a 

population dies regardless of the population’s density 

• Severe weather, natural disasters 

 

 



Section 2: How Species Interact with Each Other 

An Organism’s Niche 

• The unique role of a species within an ecosystem 

– Includes: 

• Its physical home 

• The environmental factors necessary for the species’ survival 

• All the species interaction with other organisms 

Habitat vs. Niche 

• Habitat:  ___________________________ 

• Niche:  an organism’s pattern of use of its habitat (its job in an ecosystem) 

 

Ways in Which Species Interact 

_______________________________:  a relationship in which two species live in close 

association 

 Usually at least one species benefits 

• Based on whether each species causes benefit or harm to the other species 

• 5 major types: 

– Competition 

– Predation 

– Parasitism 

– Mutualism 

– commensalism 

 

Competition 

• Relationship in which different individuals or populations attempt to use the same 

_______________________ resource 

• Can occur both within and between species 

– Same species:  both are occupying the same niche 

– Different species:  niches overlap 

• ____________________________ competition 



– Using the same resource without coming into direct contact 

• Adaptations to competition 

– Niche restriction:  when each species uses less of the niche than it is capable of 

using 

 

Predation 

• Interaction between 2 organisms in which one organism, the ___________________, 

kills and feeds on the other organism, the _______________________ 

• Examples: 

– Snakes eating mice 

– Bats eating insects 

– Whales consuming krill 

 

Parasitism 

• Relationship between 2 species in which one species, the _______________________, 

benefits from the other species, the _______________________, which is harmed 

• Examples: ticks, fleas, tapeworms, mistletoe 

• Unlike predators, parasites usually don’t kill their host 

 

Mutualism 

• Close relationship between 2 species in which each provides a __________________ 

to the other 

• Example: 

– Bacteria in your intestine 

 

Commensalism 

• Relationship in which one species __________________________ and the other 

species is neither harmed nor helped 

• Examples: 

– Certain orchids and trees 

– Birds nesting in trees 



 


